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PUdaily, Shanghai-- Established in 1976 and located in Bharuch district, Gujarat,
 Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers & Chemicals Limited.(referred to as GNFC) is
 jointly created by the State Government of Gujarat and Gujarat State Fertilizers &
 Chemicals Ltd.(hereinafter referred to as GSFC). Both located in Dahej, Bharuch,
 GNFC's two TDI facilities adopt DuPont’s production technology. The Phase I TDI
 facility has a capacity of 17,000 tons/year. And the Phase II facility, which was put
 into production at the end of 2013, has a capacity of 50,000 tons/year. In addition
 to supplying domestic market, GNFC also exports its TDI to Africa, Latin America
 and other markets...More

News Focus

Polyurethane Market

PUdaily, Shanghai-- At the end of April, the TDI price rallied. The bullish sentiments were strong as the manufacturers
 increased their fixed offers continuously. Due to their reluctance to sell goods, the price gradually rose. In early June,
 the dealers’ shipments were blocked because downstream purchase of high-priced goods became rare. In order to
 facilitate the sale, they frequently brought to market low-priced goods. Thus, the delicate balance was disrupted...More

PUdaily, Shanghai-- Into the peak season of April, the PMDI price didn't repeat the upward trend seen in previous
 years, but rather fluctuated in the range of RMB 20,000-23,000/ton. At a time when busy season is not busy, most of
 market participants say that this year’s downstream demand is extremely low. But how low is it? Next, PUdaily will
 explain by presenting the data collected in the form of charts...More

Company Dynamic

With the holiday season and sunnier days approaching in the northern hemisphere, traffic inevitably increases on
 highways, in cities and around sightseeing spots. Additionally, a rising number of commuters contribute to growing
 nitrogen oxide and carbon dioxide emissions with adverse impacts on air quality and climate. By 2025, there will be
 approximately 1.5 billion cars on the roads worldwide...More

Covestro LLC recently hosted a ribbon-cutting ceremony at its New Martinsville, West Virginia, production facility,
 commemorating the successful startup of its thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) capacity expansion. Part of a global
 investment strategy, the additional capacity in North America reaffirms the company’s commitment to supporting
 growth and innovation as global demand for TPU continues to rise...More

The Dow Chemical Company (Dow) announced a series of phased, incremental investments to expand its global glycol
 ethers capacity to meet increasing demand in key end-markets and applications. Once complete, the Company will
 have nearly doubled its current capacity of these product lines...More

Industry Glance

Covestro has received an innovation award offered by the German government and industry for a research
 breakthrough in the production of plastics from renewable raw materials. This makes the materials manufacturer one
 of the hundred winners of the Germany-wide competition “Excellent Landmarks in the Land of Ideas". The prize was
 awarded for a newly developed process for producing the important basic chemical aniline from plants instead of crude
 oil...More

The Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) today released alist of products imported from China that
 will be subject to additional tariffs as part of the U.S. response to China’s unfair trade practices related to the forced
 transfer of American technology and intellectual property...More
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